RI has no traces on Mrs. fnu RUNGE, and no identifiable traces on Erwin SCHUELE or fnu HINDRICH. I wonder, however, whether the following traces, which I found on old SHAEF cards, might be identical with SCHUELE and/or HINDRICH:

HINRICHESEN, Kurt: born 24 April 1907; SS Ostuf.; SS No. 97652; joined the SD in September 1937.

SCHUELE, fnu (Cpl.): born ca. 1909; ht. '5'5 1/2"; thin build, dark blond short hair; grey eyes; wears spectacles; regular features. member of the Abwehr.

(No additional information.)

MI 1)

I doubt that Hinrichsen is identical with SCHUELE because the former is a well-known P.O.W. inmate. Cpl. fnu SCHUELE might, however, be identical because the description seems to fit.
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